
Description du produit
Refurbished 2-rack roll cage is a practical transportation solution for various applications. Refurbished refers to the fact that the roll
container has been refurbished to bring it back to good condition so that it can be used again. In this case, it is a roll cage with a new roll
bottom and used insert gates. Using refurbished roll-off containers can help businesses lower their costs while contributing to sustainability
and environmental preservation. It is an environmentally friendly option because it helps reduce waste and encourages the reuse of
existing materials. Moreover, refurbished roll cages are just as effective as new roll cages.

The rolling cart is equipped with 2 used removable clamp gates made of galvanized steel, keeping the load safely in place during transport.
Comes standard with 2 nylon webbing straps to hold the goods firmly in place and prevent them from sliding or falling. The roll cart is
equipped with a new wooden roll bottom with dimensions of 720x800 mm, which provides enough space to load and transport goods
efficiently. Due to the width of 720 mm, exactly 3 roll containers fit side by side in a trailer. The roll bottom is sturdy and durable. To easily
move the roll container, it is equipped with 2 fixed-wheel and 2 swivel wheels made of nylon with a diameter of 125 mm. Nylon casters
provide high carrying capacity, maneuverability and smooth mobility. Are you temporarily not using the roll cages? Deal efficiently with your
storage space and remove the clamp gates from the roll bottom and make a bundle (see last photo). In short, an indispensable tool used in
various industries such as retail, supermarkets, logistics, distribution and manufacturing.

Spécifications

Classification d'article: Occasion Type: 2-parois refurbished

Exécution: barrière(s) de maintien + 2x lien d'attelage nylon Matériel: acier

Parois: cadres des tubes Fond: bois

Roues devant: 2 roues pivotantes nylon, 125 mm Groupe secondaire: Roll conteneur occasion

Roues derrière: 2 roues fixes nylon, 125 mm Couleur: incolore

Traitement de surface: galvanisée à chaud avec signes d'utilisation Longueur (mm): 800

Longueur intérieur (mm): 800 Largeur (mm): 720

Largeur intérieurs (mm): 660 Hauteur (mm): 1700

Hauteur intérieur (mm): 1500 Poids (kg): 24.5

Type Numéro: 7101GB Spécification extraordinaire: roues nylon

Le code EAN 8719424231816

Fiche technique
Numéro d’article : 98-7101GB
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